Lightweights Edged In Title Defense
As Late Surge Fails By Half-Length; JJ's Fourth; Freshmen Eliminated

A well-conditioned Pennsylvania lightweight crew won the entire Harvard distance at an amazing 8 minutes 16 seconds, ten lengths ahead of New York and Harvard. The lights started the five team elimination heat at 43. They moved to the front and took the stroke down, but continued to build up their lead. A length of open water ahead of second place Navy, they rowed the final stretch of the race at a bay 20.

Pennsylvania and the highly rated Princeton and Cornell resided in a non-confrontational but non-friendly relationship. The Princeton bowman crashed a crab and jolted his slide about a hundred yards before the Harvard boat ran aground. The runner was stuck, the boat back to his bow. The Tiger's never crawled and skidding and hold what could have been a lucrative scene lost to a scant few feet. Less than a half-length separation between the two boats, the Harvard boat round and leaned over the starboard side and the Princeton boat followed suit. At the finish, Princeton was first, Penn second, and Cornell third. In an effort of the inspired but lost but notated their third place, not short as Cornell qualified by a split second.

The surprisingly fast finish, after the smoothly-netted best victory, held a big victory

"Books For India" Starts Next Week

Wednesday, May 25, will mark the beginning of the "Books For India" drive being held by the Baker Memorial Library and the International Program Committee with the cooperation of the Student Council, the Graduate Council, the Westfield Co-educational Council, and the Council of the Student Union. The drive will be held to benefit the students and education of India. All books collected will be shipped by the World University Service to its India Committee in New Delhi, which will then handle the final distributions of those books to libraries of colleges, schools and student centers. Each one of the books also represents some thought, effort and money that will be sent to individual students.

The drive is scheduled to run from May 25 to June 17. The collection committee, consisting of 12 members, will visit the entire Junior and Senior houses and the Faculty Club. A representative from each class, the Class Councils, the new residence halls, and the Freshmen Councils will be soliciting students and faculty for contributions. Books of any type that are of educational value will be accepted, although these will not be accepted are standard texts in science, math and technical subjects. Books will then be handled by the World University Service to its India Committee in New Delhi, which will then handle the final distributions of those books to libraries of colleges, schools, and student centers. The books will then be sent to individual students.

Save Money, Buy Education

The idea of the "Books For India" drive is to encourage students to contribute money, time, and physical labor to the education of India. The drive is sponsored by the World University Service, which is a non-profit organization that works to support education in India. The books collected will be sent to India to be distributed to libraries and educational institutions.

The drive will run from May 25 to June 17, and all books that are of educational value will be accepted. The drive is open to all students and faculty members, and students are encouraged to participate.

The drive is an opportunity to make a difference in the lives of students in India, and it is an opportunity to support education in a country that is facing many challenges.

The drive is being coordinated by the World University Service, and it is an opportunity to contribute to a worthy cause.
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